
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Side Lobe Modulation of Radar Antenna  
Pattern Utilizing an Auxiliary Array 

 
Loria LayShay Wang, M.S.  

 
Mentor: Charles P. Baylis, Ph.D.  

 
 

In the area of electronic countermeasures, disabling the ability of an individual to “listen” 

to the transmitted waveform is of great interest.  Most often, an individual can intercept the 

transmitted radar signal through the side lobes of the transmitted radiation pattern.   Reducing 

these transmitter side lobes may eliminate the ability of unauthorized listeners to intercept a 

transmitted signal.  Most traditional radar systems utilize antennas that do not possess the 

capability of shaping the transmitted radiation pattern.  Instead of replacing the existing radar 

antenna with large adaptive arrays, the combination of the existing system with an auxiliary low 

cost array will extend the system capability to include techniques such as side lobe modulation, 

cancellation, and adaptive beam forming.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 
 
 

1.1 Background 
 

Radar systems are used in various military and civilian applications varying from 

target tracking to weather monitoring.  Most modern radar systems are very complex and 

contain several components and subsystems capable of performing multiple functions [1].  

One of the most versatile components of the modern radar is the antenna array, which 

adds the ability to perform multiple functions and shape the transmitted radiation pattern.  

By shaping the transmitted radiation pattern, a radar system has the ability to focus the 

transmitted beam as well as reduce or eliminate the effects of jamming by controlling the 

radiated pattern side lobes [1].   

Although using antenna arrays to add the beam shaping capability to modern 

radar systems is beneficial, array antennas can be very expensive and complex [2].  Many 

older radar systems that did not possess beam shaping capabilities used a fixed aperture 

antenna as the main transmitter.  The ability to add beam shaping capabilities to older 

antenna systems would not only add functionality to older radar systems, but it would 

also improve the overall system performance.   

In radar systems, the reduction of the side lobes of the transmitted radiation 

pattern is desired.  In military and civilian applications, the suppression of the side lobes 

can be for the purpose of preventing unwanted targets from “listening” in to a signal 

transmitted undesirably through a side lobe.  In addition, decreasing the side lobes of the 

transmitting antenna can reduce the level of clutter returned to the radar receiver [1].
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In either application, reduction of the transmitting antenna side lobes results in improved 

system performance.   

This thesis demonstrates the experimental investigation into adding an auxiliary 

low cost array to an older radar system to add side lobe control functionality to the 

system.   

Chapter two presents the basic concepts of the linear array.  The far field radiation 

pattern of the four element linear array that is used in the experiment is developed.  

Chapter three presents the simulations and predicted radiation patterns for the linear array 

and transmitter assembly.  Next, Chapter four outlines the experimental procedure and 

results.  A comparison of the simulated and measured results is also given.  Chapter five 

gives an overview of the results of the experiment along with the suggested future work 

to be done.   

 
1.2 Literature Review 

 
In February of 1976, Gabriel published a paper which outlines the basic concepts 

of adaptive arrays and their use in beam shaping applications.  He defined a system 

consisting of antenna elements and a real-time adaptive processor.  This system 

adaptively adjusts the antenna weights in order to optimize the radiated signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) for a given environment [3].   

In September 1976 Applebaum published a paper in which the antenna element 

weights for a linear array are adaptively chosen for optimizing the signal to noise ratio in 

a given environment [4].  Applebaum also presents a sidelobe cancellation system which 

contains a main transmitting antenna and an auxiliary array.  The auxiliary array is used 
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to eliminate jamming signals by creating replicas of the jamming signals and subtracting 

them from the main antenna pattern[4].  

In [5] Farina presents the theory of a single side lobe canceller (SSLC).  The 

system consists of a main antenna and an auxiliary linear array.  The effects of jammers 

on a system can be greatly reduced or eliminated by using the array elements as receivers 

to obtain the jamming signal.  The jamming signal is then replicated and subtracted from 

the main antenna radiation pattern.  More recent evaluations of side lobe cancellation 

systems are given in [6] and [7].   

The concept of beam shaping is used by Dolph in [8].  He presented the concept 

of controlling the current excitation of the elements of a linear array in order to optimize 

the relationship of the beam width and side lobe level.  In [9] the Tschebysheff current 

distribution is applied to the amplitude weightings of elements of a linear array.  The 

result is that for a specified side lobe level, the minimum main beam width can be 

achieved.  Likewise, for a specified main beam width, the minimum side lobe level can 

be achieved.   

Side lobe nulling and null steering are techniques in which nulls in the side lobes 

of an array radiation pattern are created or steered by choosing the appropriate element 

amplitude and phasing [10].  In [11], the phase of elements in a linear array are 

adaptively optimized in order to null chosen side lobes.  In [12], particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) is used to choose linear array element phase excitations to steer array 

nulls.  Similarly, in [13] PSO is used to optimize the geometry of an array to achieve 

minimum side lobes and steer nulls.  The element spacing is optimized in to steer nulls 

[14].   
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As far as the author is aware, the open literature does not extensively report the 

use of auxiliary linear antenna arrays for the purpose of side lobe modulation.  However, 

extensive work has been done in the area of beam shaping and side lobe cancellation with 

antenna arrays.  

1.3 Research Overview 
 

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the ability to utilize a secondary 

antenna array to modulate a primary beam.  First, simulations of the individual and 

combined structures were performed to predict the behavior of the physical system.  

Then, the ability to use a secondary antenna array to modulate a chosen side lobe of the 

main beam was experimentally validated.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Array Architecture 
 
 

2.1 The Linear Array 
 

An antenna array is made up of two or more individual antenna elements arranged 

in some geometric configuration.  The major advantages of antenna arrays include highly 

directive beams and electronic scanning [2].  Highly directive beams can be formed using 

traditional aperture antennas, but at the cost of the aperture’s physical size.  To create a 

main beam that is more directive (smaller beam width) the size of the antenna aperture 

must increase.  However; antenna arrays can be used to produce a more directive main 

beam without increasing the size of the array elements.  In the context of this thesis, the 

main beam of the linear array will be used to modulate the side lobe of an aperture 

antenna.  

The linear array is one of the simplest array configurations to design and analyze.  

In the linear array, elements are placed in a line to allow the summation of discrete 

antenna elements to add constructively and destructively, producing a desired radiation 

pattern.  For this thesis, the array elements were chosen to be Omni-directional (isotropic) 

antennas.  The far field electric field pattern for an isotropic antenna is given by 

4
						 1. 1  

 
Where k, the wave number and r are defined as follows:  

2
	, 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .
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The configuration of a linear array is shown below in Figure 2.1.1.  For a linear array 

with identical elements and equal spacing, the array factor (AF) describes the total 

electric far-field of the array as a summation of the electric field of each individual 

antenna element.  [2].  

 

 
 

Figure 2.1.1 Linear array configuration 
 
 

The AF equation takes into account the contribution of each antenna element’s amplitude 

and phase to the total far field electric radiation pattern.  Figure 2.1.1 shows the linear 

array with each element and its distance to some observation point in the far-field.  The 

electric field contribution from each element can be given as an amplitude and phase.  In 

this experiment, the amplitude of each antenna element is equal, but the phase of each of 

the element in the far field differs by a factor proportional to the element separation.  If 

element 1 is taken as the reference (zero phase at the observation point), each of the 

following elements has a path length difference of a multiple of dcos 	as shown below in 

Figure 2.1.2.   
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Figure 2.1.2 Linear array 
 
 

Each element far-field contribution is given in the following equation.  

 

 
(1. 2) 

 

 

The pattern multiplication principle states that the total far-field array pattern is found by 

multiplying the AF by the radiation pattern of a single element at the reference point [2].  

Thus, for an array of N elements with equal spacing d the AF is 

						 1. 3  

Where α is the phase shift between each antenna element.  

Likewise, the total array pattern is described by the following equation 

	 	 	 	 	 	 					 1. 4  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  
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The main beam of the linear array with equal amplitude and phase excitations of 

each element is in the broadside direction, the direction perpendicular to the line 

containing the antenna elements.  However, the main beam of the linear array can be 

scanned to a specified angle by applying a linear phase shift among the elements [10].  It 

is known that the main beam of the linear array is located in the direction where the 

following equality is true [2].  

0     (1. 5) 

Now, in order to steer the main beam of the array to a specified angle o , (1. 5) can be 

solved for  as shown in (1. 6).  

					 1. 6  

Now, substituting (1. 6) into (1. 3) gives the AF of an array with a main beam scanned to 

o .   

						 1. 7  

 
A basic overview of the linear array concepts has been presented.  A more in 

depth derivation of the linear array principles can be found in [2] and [10].  Results of 

applying these principles are shown in the following chapters, which present simulation 

and experimentation results for side lobe modulation of an aperture antenna transmitter.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Simulations 
 
 

3.1 Linear Array 
 

The following section outlines the linear array equations used to simulate the 

array radiation patterns as well as the radiation patterns corresponding to the 

measurement data.  For this experiment, the physical center of the array was chosen to be 

the phase center.  The corresponding element phase shifts are defined with the phase 

center reference. 

Figure 3.1.1 shows a diagram of the linear array simulation setup with element 

spacing d, where d is 2 wavelengths.   

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.1 Simulated linear array setup 
 
 

 
 

 (3. 1)    

 
 

1.
2.
3.  
4.
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Figure 3.1.2 shows the measured horn antenna radiation pattern used in the 

transmitter assembly simulations.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.2 Measured horn antenna radiation pattern 
 
 

Figure 3.1.3 shows the radiation patterns of the linear array with the ideal spacing 

of 0.5 wavelengths and steered toward 90 degrees.  As outlined in the previous section, 

with element spacing of 0.5 wavelength or less, there is one main lobe pointed toward 

broadside and two sidelobes.  

Figure 3.1.4 shows the polar plot of the array element spacing used throughout the 

experiment.  Because of the physical construction of the transmitter assembly, the 

smallest element spacing achievable was 2 wavelengths.  This large element spacing 

causes unwanted grating lobes and numerous side lobes.  

Grating Lobes are described as main lobes that occur in undesired directions [2].  

It is well known that in order to avoid grating lobes, the array element spacing should be 
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less than one wavelength.  Figure 3.1.4 shows grating lobes occurring at 120 degrees and 

180 degrees due to the array element spacing of two wavelengths.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.3 (a) Polar plot of simulated linear array with equal weights and 0.5	
wavelength spacing (b) Linear plot of simulated linear array with equal weights and 0.5 
wavelength spacing 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1.4 (a) Polar plot of simulated linear array with equal weights and 2 wavelength  
spacing (b) Linear plot of simulated linear array with equal weights and 2 wavelength 
spacing 
 

Grating lobes Main Lobe 
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Figure 3.1.5 shows the array with main beam steered toward 40 degrees.  

Although there is a main lobe located at 40 degrees, there are also grating lobes located at 

angles other than the desired 40 degrees.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.5 (a) Polar plot of simulated linear array steered to 40° with equal equal 
weights and 2 wavelength spacing (b) Linear plot of simulated linear array steered to 40° 
with equal equal weights and 2 wavelength spacing 

 
 

3.2 Transmitter Assembly 
 

The radiation of the transmitter assembly (the combined radiation pattern of the 

horn antenna and linear array) is presented in this section.  Figure 3.2.1 shows the 

transmitter assembly setup.  The horn antenna is placed in the physical center of the 

linear array.  This was done so that the horn would serve as the phase reference of the 

linear array.  The antenna elements are uniformly spaced at 2 wavelengths apart.  
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Figure 3.2.1 Transmitter assembly setup 
 
 

Because only the amplitude of the transmitter assembly and linear array radiation 

patterns were taken, no phase information was available.  As a result, the simulations 

were performed for the case where both the horn and linear array are in phase. 

Figure 3.2.2 shows the transmitter assembly radiation pattern for the horn antenna 

combined with the linear array steered toward broadside.  The overall shape of the 

transmitter assembly radiation pattern is similar to that of the horn antenna, but with the 

horn antenna pattern altered by the radiation pattern of the linear array.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.2 Transmitter assembly radiation pattern with linear array steered toward 
broadside (90°) 
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Figure 3.2.3 shows the transmitter assembly radiation pattern of the horn and the 

linear array steered to 40 degrees.   

 

 
Figure 3.2.3 Transmitter assembly radiation pattern with linear array steered toward 40° 

 
 
The amplitude of the side lobe located at 40 degrees has decreased by 

approximately 5.16dB from the amplitude shown in Figure 3.2.3.  This decrease is due to 

the destructive combining of the amplitudes of the radiation pattern of the horn and linear 

array at that angle.  

In this chapter, the simulated radiation patterns of both the linear array and the 

combined horn antenna radiation patterns were presented.  The undesirable grating lobes 

of the linear array radiation pattern that were a result of the large element spacing were 

also shown.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

Experimental Measurements 
 
 

4.1 Experimental Objectives 
 

The goal of this experiment is to show the amplitude modulation of a side lobe in 

the main antenna radiation pattern.  In order to accomplish this goal, a transmitter test 

system containing a main aperture antenna and an auxiliary linear array was designed and 

constructed.  Ideally, this experiment would be performed using a high-power radar 

transmitter and linear array; for this thesis, a small scale proof-of-concept system 

consisting of a standard gain horn and a four element linear array was designed and 

constructed.  Figure 4.2.1 below shows the transmitter circuit diagram.  

In order to construct a system to achieve side lobe modulation, the test setup was 

designed to have the following attributes: multiple outputs, precise amplitude and phase 

control of each channel and reference to the horn antenna source.  The multiple-outputs 

criterion was met by using a separate channel for each antenna.  There are a total of five 

output channels, four outputs for the linear array and one output for the main horn 

antenna.  The five output channels are controlled with a single signal source; a 5-to-1 

splitter is used to distribute the output signal to each of the channels.  Next, the amplitude 

of each channel can be controlled by adding attenuation.  In order to replicate a real 

world situation, attenuation was added to each channel of the linear array so that the array  

elements are supplied with half the power of the horn antenna.   
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The phase of each channel can be controlled by adjusting the voltage controlled phase 

shifter, as shown in Figure 4.2.1.  

 
4.2 Experimental Configuration 

 
The setup used for the experiment is shown in Figure 4.2.1.  The following is a 

list of equipment used for the experimental setup: 

 2 Mini-Circuits ZB8PD-4 8-way power splitters 
 5 15 Foot SMA cables 
 2 Signal generators 
 6 Mini-Circuits ZHL-42 Amplifiers 
 5 Lorch Microwave Voltage controlled phase shifters 
 5 Mini-Circuits ZFM-4212 Mixers 
 5 Band pass filters 
 4 Omni-directional antennas 
 1 Standard gain horn 
 1 Isolator 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2.1 Transmitter circuit diagram 
 
 

A transmitter assembly that contains the four element linear array and horn 

antenna mounted to a ground plane was designed and constructed.  Figure 4.2.2 shows a 

Solidworks™ drawing of the finished transmitter assembly.   
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Figure 4.2.2 Transmitter assembly 
 
 

The test setup consisted of a five channel transmitter, one channel for each of the 

four omni directional antennas in the linear array and one channel for the horn antenna 

reference.   The operating frequency for the transmitter was chosen in the S-band at 3. 5 

GHz.  The input powers and frequency values are shown below in Table 4.2.1.  

 
 

Table 4.2.1 Transmitter Parameters 
 

Input Frequency Power 
Local Oscillator (LO) 2.77 GHz -16.67 dBm 

Intermediate Frequency (IF) 725 MHz 13.37 dBm 
RF Output 3.5 GHz -31 dBm 

 
 

Based on the physical dimensions of the horn antenna used in the test setup, a 

minimum antenna element spacing of two wavelengths (2λ) was achievable.  This 

element spacing was used for all of the following experiments.  The test setup is 

composed of the transmitter assembly, transmitter circuitry, anechoic foam wall and 

receiver circuitry.  Figure 4.2.3 shows a more detailed view of the test setup.   
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Figure 4.2.3 Experimental configuration 
 
 

Based on the array element spacing of 2λ, the far-field distance was calculated 

using (4. 1) with the linear array diameter D=55 centimeters.   

2
							 4. 1  

 
7. 05	meters 
 

In order to measure the far-field pattern of the transmitter assembly, the receiver 

was placed approximately 7.62 meters away from the transmitter.  The transmitter 

assembly was placed in front of a large wall of anechoic foam in order to eliminate any 

unwanted ground reflections from entering into the receiver.  Likewise, the transmitter 

circuitry was placed behind the anechoic foam wall to eliminate unwanted reflections in 

the receiver.  

The receiver circuitry consists of a standard gain horn antenna attached to a low 

noise amplifier (LNA) and a spectrum analyzer.  Figures 4.2.4–4.2.6 below show more 

detailed views of the test setup.  
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Figure 4.2.4 4Transmitter circuitry 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.2.5 Transmitter assembly setup 
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Figure 4.2.6 Transmitter and receiver test setup 
 
 

4.3 Experimental Procedure 
 

For this experiment, the horn antenna pattern side lobe located at 40 degrees was 

chosen for modulation.  Modulation of this side lobe was achieved by steering the main 

beam of the linear array to 40 degrees and adjusting the relative phase of the array main 

beam in order to achieve varying levels of attenuation of that side lobe.   

The radiation pattern of the transmitter assembly was measured using the receiver 

circuitry.  The radiation pattern of several combinations of the horn antenna and linear 

array were taken including: 

 Horn antenna.  

 Horn antenna + linear array.  

 Horn antenna + linear array steered to 40 degrees.  

 Horn antenna + linear array steered to 40 degrees and phase compensation.  
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First, the phase of the horn antenna reference was set to zero degrees by setting 

the appropriate voltage on the horn antenna phase shifter.  Next, the phase of each of the 

channel was zeroed with respect to the horn antenna reference.  This was accomplished 

using the test setup shown below in Figure 4.3.1.   

 

 
 

Figure 4.3.1 Phase calibration setup 
 
 

Each of the linear array channels were combined with the horn antenna channel 

using a two-way power combiner.  The phase of the linear array channel was adjusted 

until the output amplitude measured at the spectrum analyzer was the maximum value.  

In theory, measuring a maximum value at the output of the combiner ensures that the two 

input signals are in phase.  This procedure was repeated for the remaining channels of the 

linear array.  

The transmitter assembly was mounted to a tripod with precise angle control.  For 

this experiment, the elevation was fixed at 90 degrees and the assembly was rotated in 

azimuth from 0 degrees to 180 degrees in increments of 5 degrees for each azimuthal 

increment.  The amplitude of the transmitted signal was measured using a standard gain 

horn attached to a LNA and spectrum analyzer at the receiver.   

The first set of measurements was taken to measure the radiation pattern of the 

horn antenna.  This measurement accounts for the horn antenna radiation pattern when 
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mounted to the ground plane and with the linear array antenna elements in the setup.  The 

second set of measurements measures the combined horn antenna pattern with that of the 

linear array steered toward broadside.  All the antenna elements have equal amplitude and 

phase excitations.  The third set of measurements measures the combined horn antenna 

and linear array with the main beam steered to 40 degrees.  The following equation was 

used to calculate the inter-element phase shift ∆ 	required to steer the main beam of the 

linear array to 40 degrees.  Note that  is the wavelength at the design frequency  is the 

element spacing and  is the desired main beam scanning angle.  

∆
2 ∗ ∗ cos	

						 4. 2  

 
 

∆
2 ∗ 0. 1714	 ∗ cos	

0. 0857
191. 5° 

 
 

The last set of measurements measures the radiation pattern of the combined horn 

antenna and linear array steered to 40 degrees, but with phase compensation.  The phase 

of the horn antenna was adjusted to achieve varying levels of amplitude attenuation in the 

side lobe located at 40 degrees.  For each set of measurements, the radiation pattern 

amplitude data was recorded and processed.  The experimental results are presented in 

the following section.   

4.4 Experimental Results 
 

The following figures show the measured radiation pattern for each of the 

measurement combinations described in the previous section.  Figure 4.4.1 shows the 

measured radiation pattern of the horn antenna used in the test setup with a data marker at 

the 40 degree side lobe.  
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Figure 4.4.1 Measured horn antenna radiation pattern 
 
 

Figure 4.4.2 shows the measured radiation pattern of the linear array steered 

toward broadside 

  

 
 

Figure 4.4.2 Linear array steered toward broadside 
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Notice that the peak of the main beam does not occur at 90 degrees as would be 

expected, but it seems that the peak of the main beam is shifted to the right by 

approximately 5 degrees.  This error may be attributed to several factors including 

measurement error , small phase errors in each phase shifter and the distortion due to the 

presence of the horn antenna and mounting bracket.  

Figure 4.4.3 shows the measured radiation pattern of the linear array with the 

main beam steered to 40 degrees.  Again, notice that the peak of the main beam is shifted 

by approximately 5 degrees.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.3 Linear array steered to 40° 
 
 

Figure 4.4.4(a)shows the measured horn antenna pattern and Figure 4.4.4(b) the 

combined radiation pattern for the horn antenna and linear array steered to broadside.  

Notice that the side lobe at 40 degrees for the combined pattern is increased by 
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approximately 8.5 dB.  This increase in amplitude is expected given the two patterns are 

in phase 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.4 (a) Measured horn pattern (b) Measured horn + linear array steered to 
broadside 

 
 

Figure 4.4.5(a) shows the measured horn antenna pattern and Figure 4.4.5(b) 

shows the measured combined radiation pattern for the horn antenna and linear array 

steered to 40 degrees without phase compensation.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.5 (a) Measured horn pattern (b) Measured horn + linear array steered to 40° 
without phase compensation 
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Figures 4.4.6-4.4.8 (b) show the measured combined radiation pattern for the horn 

antenna and linear array steered to 40 degrees with phase compensation.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.6 (a) Measured horn pattern (b) Measured horn + linear array steered to 40 
degrees and with phase compensation (phase of horn set to 100°) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.7 (a) Measured horn antenna pattern (b) Measured horn + linear array steered 
to 40 degrees and with phase compensation (phase of horn set to 80°) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.8 (a) Measured horn antenna pattern (b) Measured horn + linear array steered 
to 40 degrees and with phase compensation (phase of horn set to 138°) 
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Phase compensation in this experiment is the process of adjusting the phase of the 

horn antenna with respect to the linear array.  Becaues the phase of each antenna was 

calibrated, the initial phase difference between the horn antenna and each of the linear 

array antennas is zero.  Therefore, adjusting the phase shifter voltage connnected to the 

horn antenna is referred to as phase compensation because this process changes the 

relative phase difference between the horn anntenna and linear array.  Notice that for 

each phase compensation, the amplitude of the side lobe located at 40 degrees in the 

combined radiation pattern is varied.   

Figure 4.4.9 shows the amplitude modulation of the 40 degree sidelobe of the 

combined radiation pattern achieved by adjusting the phase of the horn antenna.  By 

adjusting the phase of the horn antenna, the side lobe located at 40 degrees is amplitude 

modulated with a 30 dB range.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4.9 Horn antenna side lobe amplitude modulation versus horn phase shifter 
voltage 
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4.5 Comparison of Simulated and Experimental Results 
 

To validate the simulation results presented in the previous section, a comparison 

of the simulated and measured results are presented.  The Matlab simulations predict the 

linear array radiation patterns and the combined horn antenna and linear array patterns 

without phase compensation.  Figure 4.5.1(a) shows the simulated combined horn 

antenna and linear array steered toward broadside.  Figure 4.5.1(b) shows measurement 

results for the combined horn antenna and linear array steered toward broadside.  Notice 

that the simulated and measured radiation patterns are similar in shape, with the 3-dB 

main beam width in each approximately 24 degrees 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5.1 (a) Simulated combined pattern with equal weights and phases (b) Measured 
combined pattern with equal weights and phases 

 
 

Likewise, Figure 4.5.2(a) and Figure 4.5.2(b) are similar in shape, and both have a main 

lobe peak of approximately -40 dB. The simulated and measured radiation patterns in 

Figure 4.5.1 both have a 3 dB main beam width of approximately 24 degrees.  
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Figure 4.5.2 (a) Simulated combined pattern with equal weights and linear array steered 
to 40 degrees (b) Measured combined pattern with equal weights and linear array steered 
to 40 degrees 

 
 

Although the simulated and measured transmitter assembly radiation patterns are 

similar, there are some differences in the two patterns. The difference in the measured 

and simulated patterns can be partially attributed to some more complicated 

electromagnetic (EM) effects that were not accounted for in the simulations. These EM 

effects include coupling between the array antenna elements and scattering due to the 

horn mounting bracket. Both these effects can cause un-wanted distortion in the 

measured transmitter assembly radiation pattern. 

Amplitude modulation of the side lobe located at 40 degrees was performed for 

the combined horn and linear array radiation pattern.  By adjusting the phase of the horn 

antenna radiation pattern with respect to the linear array, side lobe amplitude modulation 

with a range of 30 dB was achieved.  These measurement results show that side lobe 

modulation of the horn antenna radiation pattern using an auxiliary linear array is 

possible.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 

5.1 Conclusions 
 

The possibility of amplitude modulating the side lobe of a main antenna radiation 

pattern using an auxiliary array has been explored using computer simulations and 

experimentally.  It was demonstrated through experimental results that modulation of an 

antenna pattern using an auxiliary array is possible.  The measurement results presented 

in chapter 4 show that amplitude modulation of the horn antenna side lobe at 40 degrees 

was accomplished within a range of 40dB.   

 
5.2 Future Work 

 
In order to add the ability to monitor and control the amplitude of a chosen side 

lobe, both independent antenna excitation control and adaptive capability should be 

added to the experimental setup.  Independent element excitation control would involve 

adding independent signal sources for each antenna element.  In [3] the concept of an 

adaptive array is described as a system that contains an array of antenna elements and a 

real-time adaptive receiver processor.  In this experiment, adding adaptive capability 

would require the addition of equipment to perform precise amplitude and phase 

measurement of the combined fixed-aperture antenna and linear radiation in the far field.  

With the precise amplitude and phase measurement of the transmitter far  
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field radiation pattern, feed-back circuitry that controls the antenna element excitations 

should also be added.  A block diagram of the proposed adaptive system is shown below 

in Figure 5.2.1.  

 

 

Figure 5.2.1 Proposed Adaptive system configuration 
 
 

Pattern synthesis is the method of choosing array element amplitude and phase 

excitations in order to achieve a desired far field pattern [2].  It is known that the far field 

radiation pattern for a linear array can be described as the Fourier transform of the current 

distribution on the antenna array[15].  Therefore, varying the current distribution along 

the array will alter the far field radiation pattern in a predictable manner.  In this 

experiment, to achieve a desired far field radiation pattern, the appropriate element 

amplitude excitations can be optimized.   

There are several optimization methods that can be used to achieve a desired far 

field radiation pattern.  In [12] the array element excitations are optimized using particle 

swarm optimization (PSO). 
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The genetic algorithm method is used in [16] to optimize element position and 

excitation to achieve a shaped radiation pattern.  Several other optimization methods that 

optimize array geometry, the number of array elements and element excitation are being 

used and are potential areas of investigation for antenna element optimization in this 

experiment.   

Another proposed method of antenna element excitation optimization uses a 

method called projection onto convex sets or (POCS).  POCS is a tool that has been 

traditionally used for signal and image restoration and synthesis [17], but in 2005 was 

applied to beam forming in [18].  The parallel projection method (PPM) is proposed in 

[18].  The PPM method proposes a set of constraints which represent one convex set and 

determines the amplitude and phase excitations of each antenna element in an array.  The 

second convex set is represented by a function describing the desired far field radiation 

pattern.  Assuming the intersection properties of these two convex sets outlined in[17], 

the optimum element excitations can be found that produce the desired far field radiation 

pattern.  
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